
SEnergy for Solar Power Plant

Features
-          Solution can portray the overall Power Generation details on each Inverter/Solar Blocks

-          Solution can portray the Power Generation details on each Inverter/Solar Blocks during different time periods

-          Solution can portray the customized report for Power Generation V/s Radiation for each Solar Blocks

-          Solution can portray the report for the comparison on different Solar Blocks

-          Solution can portray the report for Actual Power generation V/s designed capacity w.r.t radiation level, time of day, day of year

-          Solution can monitor the power quality including voltage, current, pf, frequency, harmonics, etc. at the inverter level

-          Solution can monitor the power quality including voltage, current, pf, frequency, harmonics, etc. at the Feeder Primary   

            (Injection Side)

-          Solution can monitor the power quality including voltage, current, pf, frequency, harmonics, etc. at the Feeder Secondary   

            (Feeder Side)

-          Solution can monitor the real time efficiency of the Feeder Transformer

-          Solution can monitor the distribution loss between Inverter and Feeder

-           Solution can portray the report showing the Voltage Extremes of each production line

-          Solution can portray the report showing the Phase Imbalances at Inverter level as well as Feeder side

-          Solution can portray the Hierarchical Architecture of the electrical setup (Distribution) for the individual production line

-          Solution can portray the Peak Power Load w.r.t different time periods

-          Alerts/Events on the status of each equipment  in the production line in terms of Switch ON/OFF, Power Quality, Overload, etc.

-          Alerts will be notified by Email/SMS with automatic escalation matrix

-          All the reports can be available in Graphical representations from the dashboard

-          Singe Dashboard for managing multiple facilities

-          Enable the O&M Team with details of blind spots to improve the overall Operational efficiency and reduce the maintenance  

            response time

-          Interoperability between wide range of meters, sensors, switching elements, SCADA, etc.

-          Compatible to International Industrial Communication Standards like IEC 60870-5-104, Modbus, SNMP, etc

-          Anytime/Anywhere access through Cloud Based Subscription Model Licensing



Case Study
Situation & Challenges

50MVA Solar Power Plant having 50nos of Solar Blocks (Inverters) 
(Each Block has 4000 Solar Panels)
Not able to monitor Power Generation details on each 
Inverter/Solar Blocks during different time periods
Not able to compare Power Generation V/s Radiation for each 
Solar Blocks 
Not able to compare power generations between Solar Blocks 
(Inverter)
Not able to monitor the distribution loss between Inverter and 
Feeder
Not able to monitor Actual Power generation V/s designed 
capacity w.r.t radiation level, time of day, day of year
Not able to monitor Voltage extremities during different time 
periods
Not able to quantify the Phase Imbalances
Hierarchical Architecture of the electrical setup (Distribution) was 
not available
Handy Dashboards was not available to the O&M team for quick 
responses
O&M team was taking more time to identify the anomalies in the 
overall distribution
Not able to quantify the efficiency after corrective measures

Task

Results

To correct distribution imbalances across entire solar plant

Should be able to monitor Power Generation details on each Inverter 

/Solar Blocks during different time periods

Should be able to compare Power Generation V/s Radiation for each 

Solar Blocks 

Should be able to compare power generations between Solar Blocks 

(Inverter)

Should be able to monitor the distribution loss between Inverter and 

Feeder

Should be able to monitor Actual Power generation V/s designed 

capacity w.r.t radiation level, time of day, day of year

Should be able to monitor Voltage extremities during different time 

periods

Should be able to Quantify and analyse the power fed to the Feeder line

Anytime Anywhere access to the Solar Plant

By doing improving maintenance efficiency, the overall production 

output increased by 18%

Home load is reduced by 25%

Statistical report of Power Generation details on each Inverter/Solar 

Blocks during different time periods

Statistical report of comparison of Power Generation V/s Radiation for 

each Solar Blocks 

Statistical report of comparison of Power generations between Solar 

Blocks (Inverter)

Client was able to quantify the distribution loss between Inverter and 

Feeder

Client was able to able to monitor Actual Power generation V/s 

designed capacity w.r.t radiation level, time of day, day of year and 

could involve the respective vendors for corrective measures

Client was able to have Hierarchical Architecture of the electrical 

setup (Distribution) with real time Data on each section

Improved maintenance incentive by Improved visibility of mainte-

nance blind spots with Statistical Data available from the SEnergy

Eliminated frequent payment stoppages from Government with 

Statistical Data available from the SEnergy

Imparted to the customer 360 degree operational control of Solar 

plant facilities resulting in customer delight

Action

Installed Smart energy Meters at different nodes for measure 

various electrical parameters 

Installed Digital input modules for monitoring the status of 

breakers, panels, inverters, etc. in the distribution line

Defined, measured and quantified various generation, efficiency 

and conservation metrics

Executed Conservation project within 42 calendar days


